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The EIA reported an injection last week of 49 bcf - in line
with market expectations but 43 bcf below the same week
last year. This brings total storage levels to 3,926 bcf for the
week ended October 16th. And such level equates to
surpluses of 345 and 327 bcf respectively to last year and the
five-year average.
It looked earlier this month like an easy run above 4,000 bcf
for the first time ever. But much higher LNG offtakes and
some late October above normal heating demand will likely
keep total storage levels just below the 4 tcf mark. The next
three weeks should total around 60 bcf - but this is a very
squishy estimate with the effect of the first heating demand
of the season occurring. But if valid, the respective surpluses
will be at 255 bcf and 268 bcf to last year and the five-year as
of the week ended November 6th. So storage remains the
only minor bearish part of the natural gas equation currently.

The overhang in European storage waned mightily by late
summer and early Fall. And accordingly European gas
prices and by proxy the U.S. LNG price arbitrage to there
has rallied significantly from the very low levels seen in
2Q and part of the summer. TTF (Dutch and broad
European benchmark) prices have more than quadrupled
since the low ebb seen in June.
Of course correspondingly, LNG exports have risen rather
significantly since the 2.65 bcf/d average that the market
incurred in July as even Asia and especially Europe have
increased offtakes of LNG cargo.
Last week, both Sabine and Cameron LNG facilities
experienced issues related to the recent Hurricane Delta
going through the area. There had been a submersible
drilling rig adrift in Sabine Pass and a sunken barge in the
channel for Cameron. Both were causing issues getting
large LNG tankers in and out - but it appears that both
issues have been resolved our at least bypassed as both
facilities are showing decent levels of loadings.

We had first run our estimate of the supply and demand balance for this upcoming withdrawal season back in August. At that time we
concluded that the market would be 0.2 bcf/d over-supplied (in essence balanced). We have now modified that estimate as per below; (i)
production is adjusted 0.6 bcf/d lower, (ii) industrial demand is 0.3 bcf/d tighter, (iii) the delta in implied storage draw was changed
slightly to 0.13 bcf/d tighter, and (iv) the “biggie” being LNG exports that is adjusted 1.5 bcf/d higher via the resurgence of a stronger
price arbitrage to Europe. All in all - the market could now well be 2.35 bcf/d under-supplied on a weather-normal basis. And if this new
modeling is valid, then the end-of-season storage level in March could easily be down around 1,400 bcf and thus keep 2021 prices buoyant.
Power-gen demand is the biggest unknown on the demand side as the market will clearly not have some of the coal-to-gas switching that
the market incurred this past winter. And total power gen demand is again falling below average this Fall akin to the Spring Covid issue.
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Observations on several random economic and market data points that could effect energy prices going forward; (i) oil supply disruptions
at present are the highest that they have ever been - one likely reason that oil prices remain supported despite weak demand and very high
inventory levels, (ii) global industrial demand remains muted below long-term levels pre-lockdowns, (iii) global crude inventories have still
not declined significantly from the excesses built during the 2Q Covid lockdowns, (iv) the long-term rally in the U.S. Dollar since the 08-09
financial crisis may be finally faltering and thusly putting upside pressure on all commodities - including crude oil and U.S. natural gas
(via supportive LNG trade), (v) to wit - a lot of non-energy commodities have risen strongly this year due to fundamentals but also due to
the fact that China has been on a commodity buying binge, and (vi) M1 money supply is insanely high as the Fed has expanded such
through their various liquidity injection programs and asset buying since Covid began - and this has the risk at some point (despite the
Fed thinking that they can manage it) of becoming highly inflationary for U.S. consumers. And looming as another factor in the backdrop
of the aforementioned bullish and bearish factors for energy is the fact that global and U.S. Covid cases are once again rising rapidly clearly a potential major bearish factor if the trend continues.

Looking back on this summer which was the seventh hottest in 125 years of record-keeping; (i) peak hourly demand was 74,328 mw this
summer or slightly below last summer - but net load (load plus outages less wind and solar) only exceeded 65,000 mw on one day, (ii)
4,000ish mw higher nameplate wind capacity allowed for generally higher wind-avails during the climatological peak of the first two weeks
of August - but the market saw lower year-on-year wind during mid July, (iii) solar-avails were consistently around or over 3,000 mw at
hourly peak significantly up from Summer 2019 and with such anticipated to be over 7,000 mw for Summer 2021, and (iv) the actual
summer load to resources came in much looser than the Final Summer SARA in May had projected with such being 3,000ish mw better mainly derived from 1,600ish mw higher total resources, 2,000ish mw improved renewables contribution and 900ish mw lower peak load.

Day-ahead prices averaged $20.92 in September while the
Real-Time price averaged $23.30 for the month - a far cry
from the $99.57 and $60.87 for September 2019. Cum-to-date
on the year, this brings the average Day-ahead price to
$26.13 and the average Real-Time price to $24.74. This low
of price levels reflect anything but a tight market.
Ancillary costs on a system-wide average basis were at $0.56
for September on a cost-to-serve basis and brings the 2020
cum-to-date to $0.97. So REP’s in ERCOT that carry the
ancillary adder in their retail price model at $1.20 - $1.35 will
pick up some additional retail margin after taking it on the
chin from 2019’s average system ancillary cost of $2.33.
The cum peaker net margin, without a repeat of the prices
spikes and high ancillary costs of August and September
2019, is just pathetic this year. It is difficult to imagine any
new thermal units ever being built in ERCOT again.

Despite the upcoming nearby below norm forecast, more and more
winter forecasts are showing a normal to above normal winter - not
like last Dec-Feb’s uber-mild conditions, but on the mild side.
November looks mild to normal as well based on the Euro Model
six week forecast. If the NWS forecast (bottom right) is indeed
valid, then current prices are likely too high for the winter as a
whole.
September in Texas/ERCOT ended up being the mildest since
2008 and 7.6 degrees milder than September 2019.

